
Newhouse
-
Midcentury Modern for this Century



Unique modern 
design creates  

serene work 
environments



Perfect for social 
interactions, meetings, 
and collaborative work



The tripod legs create 
an airy feeling while 
providing strength



Newhouse Tables feature an exclusive nature-inspired top 
material called Diamante. These thin scale  tops showcase a 
knife edge and are supported by a strong frame base which 
provides stability. Options include in-surface power and a leg 
wire manager.

Diamante Natural Surfaces
Diamante is a durable. sustainable top material which is also moisture resistant and UV 
stable, allowing Newhouse Tables to be used in both indoor and covered outdoor settings.

Surface colors may vary due to the 
natural pigments of the material.

Diamante’s organic wood composite 
surfaces are offered in four colors that 

enhance the character of any space. 

Color Options

Onyx Cattail Fog Dune

Base

CharcoalBlack Silver FrostBeige



ROUND MEETING TABLES
SIZE HEIGHT

48”  29”   

60” 42”

RECTANGULAR  MEETING TABLES
SIZE HEIGHT

36”x 72”  29”

36”x 72”  42”

48”x  96” 29”

48”x  96” 42”

Newhouse Meeting Tables
Statement of Line

ROUND  MEETING TABLES
SIZE HEIGHT

48” 29”

48”  42”

60” 29”

60” 42”



Newhouse
Occasional Tables



Newhouse Occasional Tables
Statement of Line

perfect alone or together

Newhouse Occasional Tables offer affordable and flexible options to build 
function and style into any environment.  The table bases echo the Newhouse 
profile with the tri-pod, elliptical shaped metal legs and Diamante knife edge 
tops. The design creates lightweight durability and is offered in three shapes: 
circle, triangle, and square. Each shape can be arranged to nest together to 
create a larger table or used individually for side tables.  

Circle Square Triangle
20” w x 18” h 20” w x 18” h 24” w x 18” h

Color Options

Onyx Cattail Fog Dune

Surface colors may vary due to the 
natural pigments of the material.

Diamante’s organic wood composite 
surfaces are offered in four colors that 

enhance the character of any space. 

Base

CharcoalBlack Silver FrostBeige
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DESIGN, DEVELOP AND DELIVER BEST-IN-CLASS PRODUCT WITH EXCEPTIONAL VALUE AND UNDENIABLE QUALITY.

Simii is furniture designed and made by real people who know design and supply chain, creating GREAT product for the price of GOOD.


